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 {csxcd} I have been looking for a solution for 3 days now, I really hope someone has a solution for this problem.I have been looking at this forum for days now and I have yet to see a solution to my problem.I had a Blu Ray rip from an optical disc that I wanted to play on my PS3.I connected the HDMI cable and turned on the game.When I looked in the settings and checked for "DVD Drive I had this
option on.Now when I connect my HD-DVD I just have the word "DVD" at the top left of the screen.I have been looking at this forum for days now and still can't find a solution.I have tried the force sync on and off I've tried it with the different settings and nothing seems to work.I was told to check my AV settings on my TV and that is where I am stuck at.I looked at my settings and found the option

for D-Sub and nothing in it.I really hope someone has a solution for this problem. Hey my name is Scott and I have the same problem as you. I am just wondering if you guys have tried the ebay PS3 version? I tried that version on my Playstation 3 and it works fine. The problem with the Blu Ray disc is that you are having to do it in hardware. It is a hardware problem. Not a software problem. If you
try the Blu Ray disc it should be fixed right away because it is not a software problem. In other words it is not a problem with the software. It is a problem with the PS3 hardware. Yeah I tried the ebay PS3 version. The problem I had was that the disc wasn't being read at all. I had to look up what the EMAU was and find a player that I knew had it. I ended up having to download VLC and a media
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